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Objectives

• Appreciate the historical background of Alzheimer’s disease definition
• Recognize the current progress of Alzheimer's disease definition

• Determine the early signs and atypical phenotypes of Alzheimer's
disease

• Recognize the effect of co-morbid pathology on the Alzheimer's
disease presentation and progression

• Associate the value of early diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease to your
current model of practice



Alzheimer’s Disease, Syndrome or both

• What is the difference between Dementia and Alzheimer’s?

• Dementia is a syndrome where a substantial progressive cognitive
impairment that affects several domains and/or neurobehavioral
symptoms. May be reported by the individual or by an observer (e.g.,
study partner) or observed by change on longitudinal cognitive testing.

• Cognitive impairment and/or neurobehavioral symptoms result in
clearly evident functional impact on daily life. No longer fully
independent/ requires assistance with daily life activities.

• A syndrome is not an etiology but rather a clinical consequence of one
or more diseases.



Historical background of Alzheimer disease

• Alzheimer’s disease is named after Dr. Alois Alzheimer.
• In 1906 he described the pathological change of a middle age female who

passed away from late onset mental illness.
• Her symptoms included memory loss, language problems, and

unpredictable behavior.
• He autopsied her brain and found many abnormal clumps (now called

amyloid plaques) and tangled bundles of fibers (now called neurofibrillary,
or tau, tangles).

• Alzheimer’s disease: (AD) since then has been defined as a clinical-
pathologic entity, which was diagnosed definitely at autopsy and in life as
possible or probable AD.



The progress in Alzheimer's disease definition

• The concept of the chronic organic brain
syndrome codified in the DSM in 1952.

• The DSM-II in 1968 evolved to current
criteria for dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease in the third  and subsequent
editions

• NINCDS-ADRDA Work Group in 1984 put
forward the clinical criteria for diagnosing
AD

• Alzheimer’s disease = Dementia
• Alzheimer disease was a diagnosis of

exclusion
NEUROLOGY 34 July 1984



The 1984 NINCDS-ADRDA clinical criteria for
diagnosing AD



The 1st International Working Group 2007 IWG-1
revised NINCDS-ADRDA criteria

Lancet Neurol 2007; 6: 734–46



National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s
NIA-AA 2011 guidelines

R.A. Sperling et al. Alzheimer’s & Dementia- (2011) 1–13 G.M. McKhann et al.  Alzheimer’s & Dementia 7 (2011) 263–269



The 2nd International Working Group IWG-2
criteria 2014

Lancet neurology Vol 13 June 2014



The NIA new diagnostic criteria

• The new NIA  have proposed a new diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer
disease:

• Alzheimer disease (AD)—refers to Ab plaques and pathologic tau
deposits, defined in vivo by abnormal biomarkers of Ab and
pathologic tau (both are required) NIA 2018.

• Biomarker category—biomarker profiles are grouped into three
possible biomarker categories: normal AD biomarkers, A-T-(N)-



ATN grouping

Alzheimer’s & Dementia 14 (2018) 535-562



Biomarker profiles and categories

Alzheimer’s & Dementia 14 (2018) 535-562



Alzheimer’s clinical syndrome

• Alzheimer’s clinical syndrome—recommended terminology for
clinically ascertained multi- (or single-) domain amnestic syndrome or
a classic syndromal variant (i.e., what has historically been labeled
“possible or probable AD”).

• It applies to both mildly impaired and demented individuals.

• The term “Alzheimer’s disease” is reserved for situations where
neuropathologic or biomarker evidence of the disease (i.e., Ab plaques
and pathologic tau deposits) is present.



The atypical forms of
Alzheimer's disease



Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA)
• PCA is a clinico-radiologic syndrome
• PCA typically presents in the mid-50s or early 60s
• Common presentation includes unusual

visuoperceptual deficits, such as diminished ability
to interpret, locate, or reach for objects under visual
guidance; deficits in numeracy, literacy, and praxis
may also be apparent.

• Episodic memory and insight may get impaired
later in the disease however, they are commonly
preserved early on.

• Over 80% of patients have biological changes of
Alzheimer's disease.

• Other causes include LBD, CJD (prion disease),
CBD.

The lancet.com Vol 394 September 21, 2019



Logopenic variant Primary Progressive
Aphasia (LvPPA)

• Impaired repetition: individuals have
difficulty repeating brief phrases, and
have difficulty repeating a short sequence
of numbers.

• Naming difficulty: Word comprehension
tends to be relatively preserved, and the
naming deficit in logopenic variant PPA
appears to be due instead to difficulty
retrieving the lexical form of the word.

• 70% of logopenic variant PPA cases are
caused by Alzhemier’s disease.

• The rest of cases are caused by tau related
pathology.

AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 38:954–60 May 2017
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Frontal variant of AD

• First coined by JK Johnson in Arch Neurol,
56: 1233-9, 1999.

• This form is currently endorsed by
the IWG-2 as a formal subtype of
atypical Alzheimer disease.

• Frontal variant of AD defined by the
presence of early, predominant, and
progressive behavioural changes.

• Presents with  primary apathy or
behavioural disinhibition.

• On cognitive testing there is
predominant executive dysfunction.

NEUROCASE 2019, VOL. 25, NOS. 1–2, 48–58



Living with Alzheimer’s disease



The effect of comorbid pathology



Alzheimer’s and Co-Pathologies



Alzheimer’s and Co-pathologies

• Autopsy studies have shown coexisting AD pathology in most DLB
cases.

• Up to 60% of AD cases have Lewy‐type synucleinopathy (LTS)
pathology.

• DLB-patients with a CSF AD profile have a more severe manifestation
of the disease and a higher risk of institutionalisation and mortality.

Lemstra AW, de Beer MH, Teunissen CE, et al. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2017;88:113– 118.



Limbic-predominant Age-related TDP-43
Encephalopathy (LATE)

BRAIN 2019: 0; 1–25

• LATE-NC Neuropathological Change is
present in > 20% (up to 50%) of individuals
older than 80 years according to large
community-based autopsy series.

• The overall public health impact of LATE is
comparable to Alzheimer’s disease.

• LATE is often comorbid with AD.
• LATE is associated with substantial disease-

specific cognitive impairment, usually an
amnestic dementia syndrome (‘dementia of
the Alzheimer’s type’).



Co-morbidities with Alzheimer’s disease in advanced ages

Masters, C. L. et al. (2015) Alzheimer’s disease
Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers doi:10.1038/nrdp.2015.56

Figure adapted from Nelson, P. T. et al., Hippocampal sclerosis in advanced age: clinical and pathological features,
Brain, 2011, 134, 1506– 1518, by permission of Oxford University Press



Early onset Alzheimer’s disease
EOAD

The Lancet.com/neurology Vol 10 March 2011



Quality of life of patients with Alzheimer’s disease

Masters, C. L. et al. (2015) Alzheimer’s disease
Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers doi:10.1038/nrdp.2015.56



The amyloid hypothesis

An imbalance between production and clearance of Ab -42
and related Ab peptides is a very early, often initiating factor
in Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

EMBO Molecular Medicine Vol 8 | No 6 | 2016



Pathways leading to plaques and tangles form the basis of the amyloid-β theory of
Alzheimer’s disease

Masters, C. L. et al. (2015) Alzheimer’s disease
Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers doi:10.1038/nrdp.2015.56



The pathological evolution of Alzheimer’s disease

Masters, C. L. et al. (2015) Alzheimer’s disease
Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers doi:10.1038/nrdp.2015.56

Part a adapted with permission from Spielmeyer, W. Histopathologie des Nervensystems (Julius Springer, 1922),
Julius Springer. Part b adapted with permission from Braak, H. & Braak, E. Frequency of stages of Alzheimer-related

lesions in different age categories. Neurobiol. Aging 18, 351–357 (1997), Elsevier



Potential strategies to manipulate amyloid-β in Alzheimer’s disease

Masters, C. L. et al. (2015) Alzheimer’s disease
Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers doi:10.1038/nrdp.2015.56

Figure from Thathiah, A. & De Strooper, B. The role of G protein-coupled receptors in the pathology of Alzheimer’s
disease. Nat. Rev. Neurosci. 12, 73–87 (2011), Nature Publishing Group



Take home message
Alzheimer disease is a complex disease
The definition of Alzheimer disease is evolving
Alzheimer disease has many atypical forms that need to
recognized for accurate diagnosis
The amyloid hypothesis is under grave scrutiny with failure of
anti-amyloid therapy


